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FVO: Here Boy…  (SFX tapping tin)  

Dog: Aww not this again. 

FVO: What do you mean? 

Dog: Well it’s just slop… it’s like… dog food. 

FVO: But… you are a dog. 

Dog: Yeah well you don’t have to be so hurtful…. It’s like you don’t care! 

FVO: But I do… 

Dog: Prove it… get us some of that Bucket O’ Beef…it’s made from fresh 

Australian ingredients… and it has all the essential vitamins and minerals a 

dog needs. 

FVO: How do you know all this? 

Dog: Bitch next door told me. 
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FVO: Eww this is gross.  

Dog: It’s that tinned stuff you’ve been feeding me. 

FVO: Looks like … garden hose… 

Dog: Could be that too. 

FVO: You know Greg’s dog doesn’t make this sort of mess.  

Dog: (mimicking) Greg’s dog doesn’t make this sort of mess! 

(Back at her)  Well maybe Greg feeds his Dog Bucket O’ Beef… It’s got all that 

fresh stuff in it that’s good for a dog’s digestive system… healthy… in every 

way! 

FVO: Alright!  Will you go easy on the garden hose then? 

Dog: Can’t promise anything.  
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FVO: Why is all your stuff at the front door? 

Dog with something in his mouth: I’m leaving you. 

FVO: Take that out of your mouth please. 

SFX squeaky toy 

Dog: I said I’m leaving you 

FVO: You’re leaving me….to go where?  

Dog: I dunno… Dog Shelter maybe… I bet they’ve got Bucket O Beef… 

FVO: Oh this again…  

Dog: Well you know Bucket O Beef is the best thing for me! 

FVO: Alright….  

SFX: She grabs her keys.  

FVO: Come on. 

Dog:  YES!!!...  (runs off) … I call shotgun 
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